In the documentary film, *Fixing the Future*, David Brancaccio (of public radio’s *Marketplace* and *NOW on PBS*) visits people and organizations across America attempting a revolution: reinventing the American economy.

Baltimore independent businesses and our local money—the BNote—are highlighted as some of the most effective and innovative approaches being used across the country to create jobs and build local prosperity.

Come early to sample *Zeke’s coffee* (featured in the film), enjoy light fare provided by *Clementine*, and meet other local businesses and organizations working on solutions from the film to create a strong local economy. Representatives from the *Baltimore Time Bank, Red Emma’s (a worker collective), Baltimore Green Works, and Baltimore Green Currency Association* will be on hand to answer questions about how you can get involved.

**7pm** Complimentary Zeke’s tasting & light fare by Clementine. First come first served. **7:30pm** show. Discussion to follow. **$10**

For tickets and more info: [www.creativealliance.org/buy-tickets](http://www.creativealliance.org/buy-tickets) or call 410-276-1651